Tense, Aspect, Modality and Evidentiality: 
Construction and deconstruction

Workshop programme

Friday 3rd April 2015

Institut du Monde Anglophone (Paris 3)
5, rue de l’école de Médecine 75006 Paris
Métro: Cluny - La Sorbonne / Odéon
RER: Saint-Michel - Notre-Dame

ROOM 16

10.00 - 11.00 Jan Nuyts (University of Antwerp) - Deconstructing Evidentiality

11.00 - 11.40 Eric Corre and Debra Ziegeler (Université Sorbonne Nouvelle) - Weird Features of Habitual Aspect: From Slavic to Singlish

11.40 - 11.50 Coffee break

11.50 - 12.30 Pierre-Yves Modicom (Université Paris-Sorbonne) - From Aspectual to Modal Scales? A tale of three Germanic modal particles

12.30 - 13.10 Eric Melac (Université Sorbonne Nouvelle) - The Evolution of the Verb Phrase: Expressiveness and economy as motivators for language change

13.10 Potluck lunch

Guest speaker: Jan Nuyts (University of Antwerp, Belgium)
Organization committee: Eric Melac and Guillaume Jaudhuin

Contact: eric.melac@gmail.com / guillaume.jaudhuin@univ-paris3.fr

Organised by SeSyLiA / PRISMES EA 4398
Financial support EDEAGE ED 514